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• active load balance()
CPU idle 1 CPU 2 CPU 1
load balance() (













CPU( ) sched domain
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c0118599: 8b 42 f8 mov 0xfffffff8(%edx),%eax
c011859c: 23 42 fc and 0xfffffffc(%edx),%eax





#eflags liner_ip eax ebx ecx edx esi edi ebp
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d5a4e000 d5a5803c d5a4e03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d5783d7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d5796000 d57a003c d579603c d6168000 ddc13e20 d5639d7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d577c000 d579603c d577c03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d55e3d7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d55f6000 d560003c d55f603c d6168000 ddc13e20 d5595d8c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d5634000 d564003c d563403c d6168000 ddc13e20 d554bd7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d59a2000 d59ba03c d59a203c d6168000 ddc13e20 d54ffd8c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d587a000 d589203c d587a03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d54bdd8c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d5a1c000 d5a2803c d5a1c03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d543dd7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d589e000 d58ac03c d589e03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d53c5d7c
00000097 c011859c ffffffff d5a4e000 d5a5803c d5a4e03c d6168000 ddc13e20 d538dd8c
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edx 13bit edx

















2.4.x ( task struct )
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5.2:
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